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You may have noticed that our wonderful co-editor
has a new name! Kelly Sauvage is now officially
Kelly Moyer. She recently married Robert Purcell
Moyer and is living in Winston-Salem, North Carolina.
Two fine haiku poets under one roof is a formula for
some high-energy and romantic times! We wish them
both the best!

Bryan Rickert and Mike Rehling



New Videos are on our YouTube site!

Book Reviews

“One Breath - notes from the
Reluctant Engagement

Project”

Joyride - haibun by Jennifer
Hambrick

You can look for one video a
week from now on!

https://youtu.be/c37jKhK2LF4
https://youtu.be/c37jKhK2LF4
https://youtu.be/c37jKhK2LF4
https://youtu.be/Fq4IGkl7ykA
https://youtu.be/Fq4IGkl7ykA
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fresh pony tracks . . .
leaving the carnival
carousel

a warm hand
rippling an inner thigh )))
wind in golden wheat

taking our selfie
with the end-of-trail sign . . .
second thoughts

Bruce Curtis



tax season—
in a labyrinth of
QR code

frosted window
shows me younger
than in the mirror

turtle pond—
yellow submarines
meditating

Teiichi Suzuki



Vladislav Hristov



ozone layer
no fixing the hole
with plastic

a glint of sun
the loneliness and sorrow
of a gin bottle

antique rocker
listening to the creak
of stiff bones

Armageddon

Our party trudged wearily through a desolate landscape, buildings
unrecognisable as such. It was difficult to make out the details of
what was in the distance. All was dust and concrete rubble. We bent
our heads to avoid the glare of sun on broken glass and steadily
placed one foot in front of the other. Nothing could be heard but deep
wheezing breaths and the wind in telephone wires. My child asked
why all this was so. I shrugged and answered, “Greed.”

left behind
a single child's sandal
unscathed

Marilyn Ward





Attached Detachment

I sink into The Essential Basho—Basho's works translated by Sam
Hamill. The book mentioned Samantabhadra-bodhisattva-sutra. Of
one thing it's said, it is good. Of another item it's voiced, it is poor. But
there is nothing inherent that makes it good or bad. The self is always
independent of individual existence. Hindus, Muslims, Christians,
Buddhists, or Jains speak of the same self—free of inheritance. The
more I dig in, the more I realize that religions are plastic.

I remember my father saying a few things. And I would do the
opposite of what he said as a kid. Strange but true, we understand
things around as per our conditioning. Even with that realization, we
are stuck in the world of Maya (illusion/magic).

carried away
into a dream within a dream
winter gust
the road to the interior
is always dangerous

Amrutha Prabhu



I can’t recall when
he’d last worn that suit . . .
my father’s funeral

a whiff of gardenia
as she turns to leave—
closing time

old globe
the world as it was
sixty years ago

street fair—
one food truck more popular
with flies

Joseph P. Wechselberger



"HOME SWEET HOME"

dusty desk
how to remove
my laziness?

*

changing color
of old frames—
the pics are the same

*

renovating
my home and my life—
a place for the books

~

"UKRAINIANS"

fleeing the war
the many dreams left under the rubble

*

silent exodus
carrying around the noise
of bombs and sirens

*

receiving refugees—
over our heads
the same sun

Oscar Luparia
https://issuu.com/oscarluparia

https://issuu.com/oscarluparia


Reality Show

A communication theory says that deprived of communication with
others, one loses the sense of self. Chow, the speech professor, gives it
a try when his wife shows him a long face like frozen Niagara Falls. In
the daytime they go to work and don’t need to talk. At night they
become two packaged fish as if each room is an icebox. No eye
contact, no sign language, no mood swings.

cleaning note
my books have an order
in disorder

But Chow knows what his wife expects. His silent show starts two
hours after dinner. He peels an orange, shapes it like a heart, leaves it
on the den table, and walks back to his study. When the alarm clock
crows at dawn, he jumps out of bed to cook her breakfast:  a
sunny-side-up egg, a biscuit, a sausage, and a cup of warm milk. Chow
seems to be selfless with a full sense of her.

dull morning
chewing a bowl of
three wishes cereal

John Zheng



Witness

Before I leave Mississippi for graduate school in Texas, I visit New
Orleans with my friend Bob on a warm day in June. We plan to
wander around the French Quarter for a while and end up at
Arnaud’s for dinner.

Sunday afternoon
open to whatever comes
our way

Dressed in our church clothes, we look provincial among the colorful
denizens of the Quarter as we take in the sights. From open doorways,
we hear pianos and trumpets, guitars and drums—sounds of people
having fun.

laughter floats down
from The Upstairs Lounge
beer bust special

We smell crawfish boil, coffee and chicory, and . . . smoke? Yes,
definitely smoke. We stop and look up. Red-orange flames shoot out of
the second-story establishment we passed just moments ago. Figures
crowd a fire escape with their arms outstretched. Lights flash on fire
trucks trying to make their way past cars and pedestrians blocking
the narrow street. As they come closer, their sirens drown out the
cries of the people trying to flee the fire.

smoke shrouds silhouettes
writhing
behind bars on tall windows



We tear ourselves away and walk on, not speaking, not
comprehending. Eventually we go through the motions of a
celebratory dinner. When we get home, I thank Bob and say
goodnight. Somehow, I drift off to sleep. The next morning, I’m
shaken when I see newspaper photographs of the fire. My grief
compounds when I read that thirty-two people died in the fire that
authorities believe was deliberately set.

inferno
scent of lighter fluid
stairwell filled with flames

I move on—to graduate school, marriage, a career. In retirement, I
search for information about the French Quarter fire of June, 1973.
The official cause of the tragedy is still listed as "undetermined
origin.” The primary suspect, a patron who had been ejected from the
bar earlier in the day, was never charged. He took his own life the
following year. Coverage of the fire by news outlets minimized the
fact that LGBTQ patrons constituted the majority of the victims.
Editorials and talk radio hosts made light of the event. No
government officials made mention of the fire. Some families did not
step forward to claim the bodies of the deceased.

on bare branches blossoms
emerging
I’m here . . . I’m there
 

Gayle Worthy



Once Again . . .

we’re trolling stores for antiques, our habit of 50 years. It’s not as if
we have any space left in our overstuffed house for one more artifact.
We should be selling in our older age.

An ’80s chair catches my wife’s eye. “It will look classy in the front
room.”

“You mean under the grand piano?” I retort. We leave without the
chair.

Two days later, I am heading out to the hardware store when I hear,
“Oh don’t forget to pick up that chair, Dear!”

A back-wrenching struggle and it’s in our living room, being eyed by
our large ginger tom. “Better wrap it, Dear, before he exercises his
claws or pees on it.” No longer classy, it’s an amorphous mound
beneath a painter’s drop sheet.

Maybe this is the straw that has broken our antique camel’s back.
Somehow, I doubt it. Perhaps we are subconsciously stockpiling
revenge for all that the kids have put us through.

wear and tear
on the antique chair
a stranger’s cat

Bryan D. Cook



my fear of reflections

facedown

in a well

the wet breath

of the stray dog

i too am lonely

overdrive

gearing down to

stay longer

the radio plays that long forgotten song

every hit has its misses. some music is meant only for a moment. but

then there is the other side of success. no one hit wonders in my

collection of tunes. i just put my favorites on auto repeat is all… and if

you find perfection dont tell anyone. they will just take it away from

you…

the singer

who overcame a stutter…

me on air guitar



preface to poetry

something is hidden in the white spaces of my poems. if i ever figure

out what it is i will not let anyone know. and i will do my best to

forget it myself.

it goes so well

with poetry

slipshod prose

Michael Rehling



Tropic of Capricorn

prickly and worn

bones to pick
our mutual
disappointment

the cholla

rude awakening
my little toe bashed
on the bedpost

I've become

forbidden fruit
twin pineapples
fermenting

~

swamp gossip
the crocodiles
bare their teeth

fractal more to the pattern than my failures

Cynthia Anderson
http://www.cynthiaandersonpoet.com/

http://www.cynthiaandersonpoet.com/


Ukrainian War Haiku

y

~

the sour taste
of half-truths . . .
last quarter moon

~

Cod Liver Oil Discovery

"A land was full of wonder, mystery, and danger. Some say, to survive it, you need
to be as mad as a hatter. Which, luckily, I am."—Mad Hatter

As Victorian England scuttles into the Industrial Age, orphans,
residing in sewers, lick discarded fish scraps off the walls and develop
a noticeable resistance to rickets . . .

bare feet
covered in soot
fuliginous skies

uliginous passages
in a shadowy corner
mouse catcher’s hitch

Anna Cates



quiet smelly fart
and full elevator
goes to slower

tracking a fly
so the whole universe
swings faster

Amin Jack Pedziwiater
Twitter: @Aminanimator

https://twitter.com/aminanimator


early April––
the would-be durable jotter
already fraying

library sale––
how can I leave it behind
the $.25 haiku book

nothing but leaves swirling around her refusal

Robert Epstein



counting blessings
under the cherry blossoms . . .
street preacher

Reid Hepworth



passing them on to my daughter worry warts

high school my daughter says she did her time

juvenile grackle getting the blues

what kind of bird would I be cuckoo thoughts

Susan Burch



Just Living

sudden death

millennium flood
sweeps away
the unaware

even in old age

on the park swing
rising high and happy
the ninety-year-old

a shock

Earth Day
electronic devices
must remind us

Christa Pandey



birthday
another wrinkle in my
tattoo

drowning in
American spirit
barkeep

her mind
wrestles with a butterfly
depression

Roberta Beach Jacobson



Of Moon and Shadow

full term gown covers my feet

threadbare scarecrows drenched with moonlight

shine on the tiffin box lockdown meals

a cockerel's gaga neighborhood silence

crater a pimple concealer too light

a magpie’s chirp in the ruffle of roof

Christina Chin/Adjei Agyei-Baah



hidden butterfly
mines—
in thick foliage
shoes hang
upside down

Christina Chin/Alan Peat



Loretto staircase
My coiled DNA
God's geometry

the way we kissed       your totaled firebird

to-do list
hoping I don’t miss
sunflower season

Allyson Whipple
www.culinarysaijiki.com

http://www.culinarysaijiki.com/


glittering eyes
brighten his muddy face
catfish

Tuyet Van Do



breathing the dust storm becomes me

splash! baptizing
a new book
with wayward coffee

she sashays past—
nipples taut
in the cool fine rain

home
from the vet without our dog
silence

dung beetle
what mistakes did you make
in your previous life?

Lev Hart



cactus blossom
at the tip of a thorn
a drop of blood

monastery dawn
the smoke rises
from his nostrils

when nothing
makes any sense
wild cherry tree

last night's tiff
our clothes hang dry
side by side

Ravi Kiran



Senryu:  Kenneth Slaughter
Photo:  Jan Slaughter



a fragment
of what used to be . . .
seashell

morning fog—
clinging to the blue
of my despair

5am birdsong
the words to my poem
floating into focus

C.X.Turner



Risa Rising

moonlit ocean waves
rise and fall
with my breath

light spills
onto my sun bright morning
monkey face orchids

I eat buttercups
for breakfast lunch and dinner
my face radiant

facing your shadow
I reach for your hand
hot wind in the pines

twilight prepares
lavender sky and pink clouds
I trip on my shoes

through wet grass
I fall and rise and fall
laughing with the rising moon

Genie Nakano/Susan Rogers
www: GenieNakano.com

https://genienakano.com/author/genienakano/


waning crescent
between bed pillows
our ancient cat

how succulent
the children imagine its fruit
Bradford pear blossoms

Joshua St. Claire



weigh in
how much of it
sadness

gravestones   lonely together

tea in a quiet house   other mistakes I’ve made

our thomas
@our.thomas

https://www.instagram.com/our.thomas/


woodland path
I slow my thoughts
to the rate of trees

night window
my cup of tea steeped
in moonlight

Lori Kiefer



open casket
the fly on
everyone’s mind

Mike White



Gillena Cox



Progress

During WW2, my grandmother was a volunteer dancer at the U.S.O.
Club. She wore a garter belt and sheer nylon hosiery to make her legs
look acceptable for the servicemen. They called her a “hot tomato”
and tried to steal kisses. Later, my mother worked as an airline
stewardess for Pan American. She was urged to wear a bullet bra and
was trained to smile when passengers made crude remarks about her
breasts. As the boss on a construction crew, I never experience abuse.
They call me “BITCH” only when I am absent.

grandmas truck
her lipstick
under a chainsaw

Fanny Budan



Hollywood stars
and their talent for flaming out . . .
perseid showers

mosquitoes end the conversation

testing the sides
of my Zoom square—
no give

Barrie Levine



crunch
of cicada shells
new therapist

blood moon
the teller
misgenders me

scent of rosehips . . .
three months free
from self-harm

firefly sweat
we talk and untalk
politics

leaves turning the bridge i jumped from

Aidan Castle



origami birds
flying over me and gone
helplessly watching

Paul Brittain



first date
pouring tea, he asks
my cup size

back from funeral
I open the door
of the bird cage

Vandana Parashar
@vandana020175

https://twitter.com/vandana020175/with_replies


starry night
I adore
the twinkle in her eyes

a hospice patient—
attentively folding
origami raven

garden full of
jasmine blossom—
yet I write a death poem

Ram Chandran



delivering food boxes
on a cold morning
the radio reports war

Shasta Hatter



The Rose

In my parents’ garden, there is a climbing rose. I chose it in the
garden center when I was about five years old. And unlike the wimpy
specimen my parents selected, my rose thrived magnificently.

It developed strong bottle-green shoots and blooms every year in
lavish profusion. Each flower is fuchsia red. The petals lighten toward
the center, where yellow stamens form the heart of the flower. Pollen
and nectar attract bees and small black beetles that crawl over the
flower, befuddled by the sweet fragrance and sugared over by pollen
grains.

Two rose arches support the rose, which is still growing. The sheer
vitality of the plant makes you feel that here is a firm will pursuing its
very own goals. The growth of the tendrils with the cruelly pointed
gray-brown thorns is no longer inhibited by pruning shears. The rose
has become too thick, too woody, too strong.

finally it ends…
tears and petals
both falling

Deborah Karl-Brandt



graveside service
all the color drained
from her portrait

Jim Krotzman



Debbie Strange
debbiemstrange@blogspot.com



thrift shop
a pair of golf shoes with
a hole in one

John J. Dunphy



Notes from a Novice City Dweller

75 steps
the lift out-of-order
again

fourth floor windowsill
how quickly sparrows find
their birdseed

sardines . . .�
the tinkle in the toilet
next door

neighbor's Moonlight Sonata
wishing
he'd have his piano tuned

lunch hour traffic
from the window the thin voice
of a muezzin's call

weekend reprieve
dogs
get a longer walk

Sundays . . .
all the Joneses out
washing cars

millennium cross
overlooking the city
—Venus outshone



false dawn
the discombobulation
of someone's backyard rooster

Ingrid Baluchi



goat bell
what type of wings
did that angel get?

suicide pact you first

coffee with mother
a passing train rattles
the knick-knacks

black ice
an old lover slips
into my dreams

date night in the old Chevy grinding gears

drunk enough
to say I love you—
father of the year

Bryan Rickert



summer bedlinen
all that remains
of a soldier's wet dream

rain to sleet . . .
a flare of anger
inside me

the red lingerie
she left in my closet
winter solitude

the beach
crowded with footprints
summer's end

Chen-ou Liu



at the rest stop
the condom dispenser replaced
by hand sanitizer

spring sunshine
flattenin' copper pennies
on the railroad line

long moments
for a seven-year-old
custody battle

Mark Teaford



best friend
leaves nose prints
on front door

walking the tracks
with my childhood friend
sunday afternoon

Cherri Sutphin



at the doorstep
. . . kicking her feet
in rising waters

a holed python
slithers up the stilt

~

abstract minimalism
naively he thinks
I could have painted that

little
Banksy

M. R. Defibaugh/Christina Chin
instagram.com/mrdefibaugh
instagram.com/christina_zygby22

http://instagram.com/mrdefibaugh
http://instagram.com/christina_zygby22


eavesdropping
rain
whispers in the pipe

Mary Arnold



a score of tea boxes
spilling from the pantry—
our laughter

a friendship
fading
one no at a time

the busker’s tune
I hear it later
in a dream

Lee Hudspeth
Twitter: @LeeHuds

https://mobile.twitter.com/leehuds


late autumn
the desire to live
a more spiritual life
thwarted—
morning wood

Ivan Randall



morning meditation . . .
I close my eyes
to the milkman's whistle

cross-fit
losing count, I follow
the blackbird's song

Neena Singh
Twitter: @NeenaSingh7

https://twitter.com/neenasingh7


Veronika Zora Novak



flying a kite
from the Himalayas
a touch to moon

Chen Xiaoou



war cry
one less place mat
on the table

Teji Sethi
https://www.thetriyamag.org/

https://www.thetriyamag.org/


Lavana Kray



nude beach
I write a haiku
about the sky

park tree
a carved heart
crossed over

beach bottles
we don’t get
the message

Birk Andersson
Birk Andersson – Haiku-dikter för folket
(wordpress.com)

https://birkandersson.wordpress.com/
https://birkandersson.wordpress.com/


rattling ice cubes
waiting for the moment
to leave

puppeteers
on the powerlines
crow after crow

beneath the stars
fountain koi
in a coin’s orbit

Joanna Ashwell



sunflowers grow
from shallow graves
spring offensive

Bruce Jewett



open hearted
in her smile
a permanent scar

racing tyres
he pumps up the pressure
in his manly chest

John Hawkhead



Cicatrice

Is this the way that something wonderful begins—just as I always
hoped it may? If not, please tell me. Just say that what happened last
night won’t happen again, so I can stop wishing it might, and we can
go back to the way things were. When we walked with the others in
the cool of the garden, when I didn’t know you and you didn’t know
me. Did we even speak, as we snaked in line, from the ceremony in
the tower, through the garden of roses, along the lines of limes and
honeysuckle, brushing the scent from the rosemary and parsley with
our shoes as we passed? But, whatever you say, I want you to know, I
can’t help thinking about it, and about you, more than ever. I will
remember it, always, as being, for me, as lovely a moment as there
has ever been. So, unless you tell me, and unless you say otherwise, if
I get the chance, I don’t think I can stop myself from doing it again.

dawn light
the re-appearance
of shadows

Herb Tate



Mark Meyer



Matryshoka Tears

midnight lights

high-rise flickers
a window gives in
to the blast

suddenly awake

heart thumps
raindrops mottle
a dolly head

with siren screams

shaping the night
a voice announces
its grief

Ray Caligiuri/Peter Jastermsky



blank Scrabble tile
we argue over
the word ma

left behind
at the border
war toys

my sake spilling
into a masu cup
repeated regrets

spinning a pencil
between my fingers
love haiku

Alvin B. Cruz



swollen eyes
in the damp moonlight
the potato dreams

widower
a name for each stray
in the cemetery

Robert Witmer



in the Kiev Metro
a child without parents
hugs a grandfather without children

fresh snow
fills my footprints
as if i never passed

Vincenzo Adamo



hospital ward . . .
finding a window that works
the sound of gulls

running deeper within
those long violin notes
bombed out buildings

of all days
it chose this one to enter
spring rain

blue jeans each hole a memory

Robert Kingston



rhubarb relish
spring paired
with crackers

shaved head
making friends
with the wind

Susan Bonk Plumridge



Ghosts at the Door

I find him under the Halloween moon. He’s leading the group and
donning his grandfather’s Army jacket, cap, and crutches. I invite
them in for orange sugar cookies and blood-colored Kool-Aid. He
relays a few things his grandfather told him about The War.

spilled juice—
I notice the jacket’s
older stains

I pen my first novelette for him that weekend, imagining what our
group would have done if we’d served in World War II. I bury it in my
childhood computer after 9/11 and don’t find it again for 20 years.
When I’m home again, I hack it to retrieve the novelette detailing
what I thought of war before war.

homecoming photos—
spirit paint
morphs to camo

Colleen M. Farrelly



tomorrow
you'll regret not believing
I’ve a pair of wings

full moon night
receiving more than a kiss
immortality

clean desk
a lost ant can’t find
its way back

David Chek Ling Ngo
Twitter: @chek_ngo



Dissolvable Stitches

A white light. Perhaps this is what they tell you about. Voices.
Someone holding my hand. Loved ones waiting who have gone
before. But no . . . These are strangers. Talk of a turkey. Stepchildren
coming for Sunday lunch. I'm wrapped like a mummy. A sharp jab.
Numbness. Feels like purgatory.

Good work list
for rudeness in sewing class
a name erased

Diana Webb



the trip
i did not take
anesthesia

Maria Concetta Conti



Carmela Marino



Maxianne Berger



memories of childhood
all I want
from a blueberry muffin

they seem
quieter at night—
flowers

Tony Williams



dockside cafe
people come and go
with the tide

hailstones
on the barracks roof
a military tattoo

Rick Jackofsky



funeral day
grandpa’s chessmen
back in the box

raindrops
slide from the barbed wire . . .
refugee crisis

young widow
the white noise of condolences

Arvinder Kaur



war . . .
a cloud of dust where
they used to live

two owls
the niches of the old house
so comforting

blockbuster
the usher’s torch beam swinging
from seat to seat

Minal Sarosh



Ascent

I stand on an empty plot enclosed by a low stone wall. About 2700 years
ago, it was King Bimbisara’s prison. From here, I can see Vulture Peak—the
Buddha’s favorite retreat where he gave several famous discourses. A
culturist, King Bimbisara was the Buddha’s friend, follower and benefactor.
When imprisoned by his usurper son, Ajatashatru, his only request was
that the prison be built at a site where he could see the Buddha walk on the
hill. Ajatashatru had won in war the neighboring kingdom of Anga—an
important region for trade—and was appointed its Governor. Through
instigation and his own overriding ambition, he overthrew his father in a
coup and held him prisoner till his death.

The Vulture Peak is a steep ascent. My mind is full with thoughts of war.
Ajatashatru finally had his father murdered, and, through his reign,
followed an aggressive policy of expansion in long-waging wars and
bloodshed. I walk blindly till I come across a deep grotto created by rock
outcrops, one wall a gnarled tree. My thoughts veer to one of Buddha’s
foremost disciples, Maudgalyayana. Could this be his cave? King Bimbisara
had been his close friend. As a prisoner, he had prayed to the Buddha to
send his friend to him to teach him the eight precepts. Maudgalyayana had
flown to him, swift as a hawk, and fulfilled his wish.

The peak is a flat stretch, craggy trees holding it up like a cradle to the sky.
Dotted with ruins of stupas, the hills all around brood in gentle silence. I
enter the open shrine and kneel before the Buddha’s statue. Colorful satin
pieces serve as an altar. A hawk lands on a red-brown rock, the same colors
as its feathers. My eyes close.

freedom
a hawk flaps its wings in ascent . . .
merges into the sky

Neera Kashyap



quarantine blues:
all my records
with worn-out grooves

in my desk drawer
a world
of postage stamps

Michael Battisto



pinprick
a
little
star
still
sparkling

Anna Maria Domburg-Sancristoforo



absent moon—
the latest Polish toffee
in a reliquary

this pain and its counter-pain soap bubbles

covid swab the thrill of coca never tried

Stefano d'Andrea



what exists
beyond all senses—
cruel nature

Ashesh Das



combat aircraft
leaves behind a tail
of frozen fear

A Sethuramiah



Gone to the Dogs

While my wife is shopping, I’m waiting outside the supermarket. An
elegantly dressed lady approaches me, and asks me to watch her dog
for a moment. She just had quickly to buy some food for her darling.

Of course I‘m happy to help, and hold the dog leash in my hand. At
some point, my wife comes back, the fashionable lady no longer.

start of vacay
I stare at the market door
the dog growls

Pitt Büerken



she dips her fingers
in the paint—
scent of geranium

anticipating the fall
a crow
tiptoes round my eyes

Adele Evershed
@Ad-Libby1



Marilyn Ashbaugh



moonlight sex
a hiccup

from the babbling brook

new beau
she paints his red flags
pink

Maria Bonsanti



e-reader:
her passion for romance
rekindled

pulling gently
from the garden soil
her old shoe

Mark Forrester
http://buddha-rat.squarespace.com/

http://buddha-rat.squarespace.com/


all her contents the rain washed away

autumn—
gradually what replaces
me

between she and her voice    the fissure

the face
i touch

no more mine

Vijay Prasad



our tailor had covid—
thank god
he’s on the mend

Curt Pawlisch



amphitheater . . .
grounds for staging
an intervention

hurricane watch
the bags
under their eyes

Laurie Greer



crisscrossing contrails
my travel plans
up in the air

tangled blue
embroidery threads

Bona M. Santos/Mimi Ahern



rain on a tin roof
birdsong nothing
but open beaks

The Fifteenth Rock

Each morning a ghost comes to check on me. Some mornings it comes
as a robin, sitting on the high garden wall, waiting for me to open my
eyes. Other mornings it speaks with the voice of a blackbird.
Sometimes the ghost is only here lightly—a faint breeze through an
open window. Other times it is as insistent as rain on a tin roof. Its
name is the scent of jasmine. Its body is the dust of a butterfly wing. It
is always almost when I open my eyes.

my shadow
a green field thinking
of snow

Alan Peat



looking upward
playing with the seeds of
future beanstalks

B.A. France
Twitter: @b_a_france

https://twitter.com/b_a_france?lang=en


Ray Caligiuri



thrush
on a high branch
my new hat

quarantine
my house plants drowning
in attention

J-T Kelly
Twitter: @JHyphenTKelly

https://twitter.com/jhyphentkelly


childhood
is heaven
chasing ducks

Nani Mariani



Mother’s crying
in the kitchen
guilty onions

Claire Thom
@poetrycadiz on Instagram

https://www.instagram.com/poetrycadiz/?hl=en


A Sequence

mes-en-ter-ic
the doctors say
he’s too young

hands on my back
between vomiting
I scream no

cruel sunrise
even the nurses hide
a smoking section

morning rain
repeating to my reflection
widow, widow

teapot’s hiss
if I hear how are you
one more time . . .

first solid meal
the many panic attacks
a heart can handle

not a prayer
but a beggar
please come back

crappie season
staring
at our tackle



every hour
reminding myself
of the kids

through tears
I make a safe space
for clunkers

E. L. Blizzard



Across the Pond

first blossom . . .
the resident wood pigeon
shrugs off snow

tornado warning—
dogwood petals . . . gone

left raw . . .
by another war
these aching limbs

girls and boys
packing . . .
military-grade tourniquets

bloodline
above her bandana

Sunday
never the same
communion

Robert Kingston/Geoff Pope



genesis . . .
a row of empty sentences
floats across the ocean

Ivan Gaćina



atop a tree
I neglected to cut down
a bird sings

Jeffrey McMullen



the doorknob i turn time carefully

Christopher Calvin



country haberdashery
menswear, womenswear, craft
and ammo

rolling hills
the farmer dusts flour
from her hands

Louise Hopewell
https://louisehopewellwriter.wordpress.com/

https://louisehopewellwriter.wordpress.com/


Waiting

filigree leaves

stashed away
the silver earrings
she used to wear

the old calendar

empty months
a single chair
at the dusty table

still on the fridge

waiting
to be signed
divorce papers

Christine L. Villa/Cynthia Anderson



waiting for his call
a booby bird hunkers
in gathering dusk

Cynthia Rowe
www.cynthiarowe.com.au

http://www.cynthiarowe.com.au/


wildflowers
memories bloom
in my backyard

pink moon
the way she blushes
at his touch

Richter scale
the failed tectonics
of my marriage

Mona Bedi



skydiving
an eagle circles
my descent

burning my tongue
for reprimanding my child
morning coffee

Priya Narayanan



between fence rails
a little boy explains cows
to the cows

Marsh Muirhead



childhood bedroom
a deathwatch beetle
clicking in the wall

crisis hotline
no one
answers

and I still owed her a lunch departed friend

Ruth Holzer



in the wake
of raven flight
diamonds

poking holes
in the library card
peckerwood

Erin Castaldi



On the Edge

low mood indigo

ochre memories . . .
the faint mourning
of bees

sucking the marrow

daybreak
another fin whale
washes ashore

to nothingness

trench fire
I listen to the silence
of snow

Reid Hepworth/Sangita Kalarickal



back from the white temple my blackened soles

endless pines i become a proverb

~

time he tells me by looking at my forehead

mossy statue—
as if i have
touched you before

Richa Sharma



objective monsters the scourge of work

birthday cake feeding memory crumbs

Patricia Hawkhead



Senryu: Oscar Luparia
Photo: Joanna Delalande



cracking a cold case
detectives
finish off their beers

living
the straight and narrow life
evenly-mowed lawn

seven-ninths
of my life lived
recalculating

Ronald K. Craig



Autumn’s Journey

again I walk
narrow nameless roads . . .
nights with Bashō

on my lips
an unmet song

trickle of a poem
on the rice paper
first ray of the sun

rain on blossoms
the sadness of leaving
her alone

lantern in hand
closing the old hut

village pond
the clarity of blue
in our life story

Milan Rajkumar/Richa Sharma



a lime wedge
in the glass of iced vodka . . .
bitter memories

a mosquito’s buzz
over the widow’s bed . . .
reincarnation

Natalia Kuznetsova



Nudurupati Nagasri



magnitude 7.1
strangers inspect
her cracks

Barbara Strang



track and field
legs too long for her
high school yearbook

full house
my father shouts
collusion

old eyes
only see mayflies
floaters

Mariel Herbert



moonlight
better than the poem
it lands in

Tim Cremin



Neighbor & I

new neighbor’s
binocular
never seeing eye to eye

distant thunder
my dog parts ways
with my neighbor’s

next-door neighbor
her prayer in tongues
waking up the community

wind storm . . .
my neighbor’s panties fly
to my porch

unspeaking neighbors
waiting on their dogs
to untangle

Adjei Agyei-Baah



Easter morning
the light at the end
of a rabbit hole

Lorelyn De la Cruz Arevalo



night swimming
in the middle of stars
the caiman’s eyes

street vending
cooked corn on a cob
and wind for free

vermillion sunset
PR converts smog
into good news

the new building
before technical inspection
a spider moves in

Nina Kovačić



in silence
two turtledoves
the ticking of the clock

Françoise Maurice



For the Love of Rain

Home today. A steady rain puddles in the low spots on the grass and
glistens on the deck. It slants sideways and hits the windows when the
wind gusts. It increases, decreases, slows to a drizzle and then
resumes its frenzy for another round of variations with all its sound
effects—pings, clicks, taps, beats. The wind is its accompanist,
providing howls, roars, whistles.

What would be April without its rain?

wrapped in your arms
I am floating in love
energized
knowing you will give your all
with a life-giving force

Adelaide B. Shaw



Love Lost and Found

My phone pings. “Hi,” the text says—just “Hi.” I return, “Hi.” Lame, I
know. But I don’t know how else to reply:  I haven’t heard from Lena
for quite some time, although she often haunts my thoughts.

She was married when we met—maybe she still is. Her workaholic
husband, a rising star in his law firm, is at the office seventy hours a
week and often entertains clients in the evening. She and I met
browsing in one of the few remaining boutique bookstores. She likes
my easy, off-the-cuff humor. She is painfully beautiful:  Venus made
flesh. She can have any man.

Lena texts back. She wants to meet. I still ache from our breakup. I’ve
never rekindled a burnt-out relationship:  Why make the same
mistake twice? But now it all seems different for God-only-knows
what reason. I, like Oscar Wilde, can resist anything except
temptation. So there I tread. Drinks first at our old haunt—a dimly lit
hotel bar on the outskirts of town—while her husband is away on
business.

pink blossom—
petals open offering
its honeyed nectar

Thomas Cirtin



daylight savings time
humans reset
the sun

freshly tilled soil
robins gather
for lunch

Susan Farner



house guest—
winter overstays
his welcome

she listens
to the same lies . . .
dodo bird

evening attire
a crescent moon pinned
to black velvet

Valentina Ranaldi-Adams



treetop bedroom
my privacy
and a sparrow’s

early spring
a warming friendship
about whether

Jenny Fraser



Inescapableness

An acquaintance told me about three cantankerous relatives lying on
the same hospital ward, each one determined to outlive the others.

I don’t know how this was resolved. Perhaps they brought in the
Advisory, Conciliation and Arbitration Service to try and agree to an
expiration agreement.

night time rendition—
she warbles with honey while
the nightingale sings

The envelope was edged in black. I put it aside. Mozart played on the
radio.

passacaglia—
lockdown rendition in an
empty church

Robbie Porter



looping swallows
children enter the workbank
fully weaponized

crypto crash
the turbulence in a dark pool

~

stale bread
everything in the doctrine
crumbles away

cliff birds shifting
in the axis of the wind

John Hawkhead/Hifsa Ashraf



drops of henna
she writes farewell words
in a refugee tent

after the storm
I would like to be a leaf
for a while

house for sale
the first blooming
of rosebush

Eufemia Griffo



newborn
the family's beloved
dictator

Tsanka Shishkova



frontal cortex
an image of the dodo
I've never seen

fifty years after
the playground kiss
a phone call

pines
I learn to keep
my voice down

Keith Evetts



today’s worries
up in smoke
4-20

Tina Mowrey
Twitter: @tmowtx

https://twitter.com/tmowtx?lang=en


Seamen and Sad Men

In times past, sailing uncertain oceans, sailors had ink tattoos on their
skin. They wore anchors for stability, swallows for sailing time and
safe return and north stars for guidance. Nowadays, arms, legs and
torsos are covered in tattoos. I heard that one man had his whole face
tattooed black. Now, somebody wants to have his hands tattooed on
his face. His own hands! Feeling so bereaved, so heart-broken, he
wants to hold his face in his hands forever!

sunburst
through rain clouds
sky colours bleeding

Gerry Mc Donnell



after her death
watching the river
meet the sea

loneliness
a robin skips
into its shadow

his work-a-day pants she unfolds last month’s to-do list

Joe Sebastian



crashing waves
he touches my shoulder
to stop the snoring

prairie pines
sing in the wind—
first lullaby

Deborah Burke Henderson
www.DeborahBurkeHenderson.com

http://www.deborahburkehenderson.com/


hot housing market—
these years on that little cottage
still out of reach

zoom webinar—
in the background the speaker’s cat
grooming itself

Linda Papanicolaou



field of white crocuses
this little girl imagines
her wedding day

war news
my son makes a makeshift cross
for his tin soldier

rationing the potatoes
for breakfast, lunch and dinner . . .
sixth week of war

Maya Daneva



how futile
the lowing of the cow
in a far meadow

wiper blades
the comings and goings
of an ant hill

three nails
on the pauper’s wall
a fitted wardrobe

Mike Gallagher



self-help group
tattoos fade
at the boundaries

Mark Gilbert



foreplay
thunder and lightning for
a drop of rain

comme ci comme ça

from a congress that is hopelessly mired in dysfunctional
partisanship, finally a decision is unanimously forthcoming . . .

daylight savings—
one hour
more or less

Michael Henry Lee
stickytraps__@__justifyingtheends&means.com

http://means.com/


environment day
thanks to our leader's farts
the speech has commas

Srinivasa Rao Sambangi



Beauty Contest

The new owner of the house next door spends weeks ridding the back
lot of wreckage: blighted hedges, cinder block mounds, a collapsed
jungle gym. By the Fourth of July, only a temporal stutter remains on
the landscape—three generations of yard sheds. Father and son face
off from opposite corners of the breadth: a weatherworn bathing
closet vs. the spray-tanned, aluminum-sided stall. The third, erected
by the new owner, is a behemoth: barn-red, wired, and topped with a
blinding floodlight.

Self-Reliance . . .
too many spikes
in his homemade crown

Maureen Kingston



dawn delight
a 3D printer sprouts
cherry blossoms

zoo aviary
a sudden need
to stretch my arms

Richard L. Matta



the earth spins
a thousand miles an hour
me in this chair

David Oates



sex-ed class —
never eating
cucumbers again

couples yoga
still trying to bend
each other’s will

Baisali Chatterjee Dutt
@bchattdutt

https://www.instagram.com/bchattdutt/?hl=en


Salad Days

I bought you from a street stall at the lowly price of one dollar a
punnet. Carried you home and planted you in spacious pots. Fed you
with fertilizer and proofed you for snails. Watered you regularly.
Transplanted you into a well-turned garden bed with plenty of sun.
Played “Summertime” to you on my phone. I have done my best.
Please grow in gratitude and produce plenty of succulent red fruit. If
you do, some of it will go to my table. Some to friends. Your remaining
seeds will sink peacefully into the earth and resurrect themselves
next season. If you don’t, I swear that I’ll leave you to the mercy of
slugs, snails and slaters.

digging dirt
from my nails and friends—
gardening club

Hazel Hall



phallic-shaped flowers

our honeymoon
begins

a bouquet
of calla lilies
with huge spikes

Jackie Chou/Kath Abela Wilson



an aging friend
teaches me a new word—
wizened

John J. Han



polenta . . .
round and round
a perfect enso

polenta . . . gira e rigira un enso perfetto

Lucia Cardillo



one man's treasure
is his ex-wife's junk
estate sale

Charles Harmon



after the reading
the young woman offers us
onions for planting

spring hairdo—
in the folds of the black gown
a small ladybird

Maeve O'Sullivan



prompted
to write about a past life
I decide

to be a kookaburra

the way I often
wake up laughing

~

I often write
without punctuation

sometimes the sea

teaches us
more
than we want to know

Kath Abela Wilson



mending pile
stitching the seams
of a frayed friendship

in the zen garden
the permanent pose
of a rusting heron

Kim Klugh



broken pen
a cloud writing
cauliflower

clipping nails . . .
school kids shout
inside a storm

Adrian Bouter



spring sun
the right light to admire
my nose hairs

blues concert
I take home the aroma
of someone’s cigarette

Nicholas Klacsanzky



Late Summer Rain

after the drizzle

adjusting kohl

in the rear-view mirror

screechy tires

glimpses from the past

monsoon hums

a dead heroine’s song

long drive

empty horizon

the shades

of this grief

billowing clouds

a pillion rider’s open hair

subway mirage

slipping into

anonymity

Arvinder Kaur/Hifsa Ashraf



remix whistling mom’s lullaby

koi pond i see a reflection of a fighter

my regular perfume from his shirt breezy morning

Devoshruti Mandal



the world stage
another variant
of a mad leader

Ronald Degler



Senryu: Franjo Ordanić
Photo:  Sandra Šamec



he flaps
his arms as he walks
fly old man fly!

~

meaningless

she says life’s
meaningless

then
she kisses me
again

~

doorway
half of her in shadow
half out

Robert Moyer



Book Day
in a little big world
a mystery

Maria Cristina Pulvirenti



Golden Moments

morning fog
locating my glasses
clears the miasma

alarm
the ringing of my ears
wakes me

morning exercise
prepare for it
the morning toot

morning exercise
I get a cramp
in my double chin

senior moment
before my time
I forget

senior moment
aaaaahhhhh??? . . .
my thoughts exactly

Terrie Jacks



anthills
look-alike condos
55+ community

Wonja Brucker



instructions
in four languages
the whatchamacallit

waiting area
flies
without wings

LeRoy Gorman



piano sonata
the orderly ridges
of my son’s spine

midday heat
the trumpet’s note
cut short

Agnes Eva Savich



the tremor
in her throat
moth flutter

plucking out
off-key chords
another beard hair

a knit heart
in the bare tree
voicemail

Tyler McIntosh



it’s wolf weather
my ram smells something
but I think it’s me

Peter Larsen



prognosis
no more
somedays

twilight
after her long silence
her long sigh

whatever I was doing butterfly

spring begins
where the rocking chair
takes me

Bill Kenney



hippie uncle . . .
used to take acid
now, antacid

nude beach—
an umbrella in her drink
the only shade

wig heist . . .
police combing
the area for clues

Immersed in Nature

No one teaches us humility and respect better than nature. To
understand the beauty of the natural world and its magical creatures
is to spark awe, wonder and fascination as it lingers within you
through your days. In the confines of nature, the mind can truly open
up and unlock the doors of creativity and love.

downtown
the smell of pine trees
from the taxi

Carol Raisfeld



elm seeds trapped
in the lint catcher
this late life

every lump
a raised question—
morning clouds

Sondra J. Byrnes



deep in the woods
just the sounds
of pickleball

Selfie—
I see an old man

And a child

the world of imagination baba ganoush

John Green



war theater
the actors
looking for a script

Mike Fainzilber
Twitter: @MFainzilber

https://twitter.com/mfainzilber


Twinkling Stars

Her sparkling teeth with a full smile, she digs her finger into the
kaajal box, smears the stain on her forehead with zig-zag motion all
over and around. I am holding the box, and my daughter is taking a
video, forgetting her motherhood for a while with full childish giggles
all the way. The little one too giggles, and suddenly she nudges me
towards her. “Hnn hnn” is all she says. I move ahead, and she digs her
finger again, only to smear the kaajal all over my forehead in
repetition. Our giggles together gather multifold by now. This tiny
little baby who recognises me after a six-month gap, thanks to our
video calls, now has befriended me to share the joy of her own
mischief. I gather the moment with utmost pleasure to be accepted by
my granddaughter as her friend!

bouncing kid
reaches out to its mother
amidst the tribe

Rajeshwari Srinivasan



Insight

twilight
shadows playing
hide and seek

The waves silence the agony inside me and bring in new hopes and
freedom for a better tomorrow. I pick up the tiny shells; the smell of
salt so poignant inside their spherical  curves. Thin and fragile, I dust
and clean them in the water that gently touches my feet. I hold them
in my cupped hands. Slowly as I open up, the restlessness in me urges
my instinct to wade my hands through the shallow waves.

Suddenly, my fingers get locked in a huge handle-shaped shell. It’s the
mystic conch shell. I wonder whether that’s the Queen conch or the
Indian shankh! The myth says that if the conch shell is kept near our
ears, one can listen to the rushing sound of the surrounding from its
cavity.

silent prayer
moonlight gathering
my heartbeats

Lakshmi Iyer



snowy landscape
a refugee chooses
the path

winding
the wall clock with pliers
forgetful autumn

rite of spring
neighbors dust
their records

Eugeniusz Zacharski



canceled flight    wondering about the ostrich

Nathanael Tico



cool mornings
dewdrops of optimism
to start with

reminder notes
taped on the mirror
I forget to look

lonely moon
mom’s letters
anchor me

Claire Vogel Camargo



eating strawberries
not wondering who stopped
to pick them

I hope they loved each other
for a while—
my divorced parents

Wilda Morris



first day of school
taking timid steps
into the unknown

moonlight falls
on mother’s empty seat
silent piano

Stephenie Story



Cristina Angelescu



manicurist
between my thumb and my pinky
her three divorces

Irina Guliaeva



terminated . . .
we drive from the clinic
in silence

filleting a fish
we flesh out
our differences

Kevin Valentine



acorns pick their shells from the teeth of snails

Robert Beveridge
IG: @ebolaisthesavior

https://www.instagram.com/ebolaisthesavior/?hl=en


rubble . . .
children raise kites
in shelters

high waves
interrupted ballad
of a shell gatherer

Annunciation
at the In Vitro Center
a cactus bloomed

Mircea Moldovan



date night
we bury our embers
in sand

smoke break—
the twitching nose
of an alley rat

P. H. Fischer



battlefield
grass sprouts fertilized
by soldiers’ dreams

Henryk Czempiel



ripening evening
her silk skirt’s flare
invites him home

Jackie Maugh Robinson



day one
russia starts to lose
the war

heroyam slava! *
all the dead people
we love

*glory to the heroes

yellow leaves
in the garden
please stop putin

russian war
i teach my daughters
new Ukrainian words

Myron Lysenko



Stonehenge—
across an ocean
our bonfires lighting

Jill Lange



i bend
to pick up a crumb
but it’s sunshine

clenched fists
how her fingers hold heat
under cover

KKK parade
a girl knows her teacher
by his shoes

Ingrid Bruck
www.ingridbruck.com

http://www.ingridbruck.com/


walking the labyrinth . . .
no more thoughtful
than at the beginning

femme fatale . . .
the mantis preys
for a mate

Nancy Brady
http://www.nbsmithblog.wordpress.com

http://www.nbsmithblog.wordpress.com/


sunbeam
her light illuminates
my darkened past

Nana Amma Adomaa Abrefa



the man in the hat

reads to me
of trysts
and bedbugs

breathless
i set my knitting aside

Kelly Moyer ‘Failed’ Editor
editor@failedhaiku.com

(all work copyrighted by the authors)
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